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istvan csar - 1/14/2020 - developer, artist and content manager at tinybuild. last month, we
celebrated mojang's 20 years on the minecraft scene and announced the next big update: "the

basement" . we give you an overview of this huge update, which is now heading to the public test
server. raft is a sandbox build and burn game. it takes its cues from classic dungeon crawlers, but

with subtle additions. design and programming is a work in progress, so at this point in time, there is
no official release date. raft can currently only be played on windows, pc. the game is designed to

work with both oculus and vive controllers. as said previously, we are also working on console
support, but until the publishing process is approved and the game is released on each platform, we
don't have any specifics to report. the team at the studio is very familiar with the juggernaut series.

our developers previously worked at that giant of franchise. following pubg, we continue to refine the
game and make it better for our players. that’s why most of the updates and features that were

made at pubg will be already introduced in the sequel. the game does suffer from frequent server
errors. typically the problem may be caused by a massive client influx of players, which can severely
impact the servers’ performance. [1] the game is also extremely resource-intensive and requires a
steady internet connection for performance, so be sure to be playing on a stable connection. this is
especially noticeable if you are playing on a mobile device, as many android devices cannot handle

more than 6 players without stuttering and crashing.
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developed by a team of
experienced developers
from the 1c company. a

team of experienced
developers that you can
easily trust. a team of

developers that often amaze
with their games. enjoy the
game and do not hesitate to
give us your opinion. in the
beginning you are the only
one in a large, open-world
map with nothing but your
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bare hands. raft
downloadraft.ioraft.io is a

fun-addicting online
multiplayer survival game
where you start with only a

raft. you are in the middle of
the ocean standing on
nothing but a couple of

floating planks. all you have
is some wood, metal, rope,
a glass of water and an oar.

try to move on your x.io.
after 16 days the lifeboat
crash and the man come

out, scared and desperate,
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on a boat with three
survivors and only one raft!
overwhelmed by loneliness,
is there life after death? will
you survive the night long
enough to make the right

decisions? follow the
adventures of our man in a

desperate situation that
may be life-saving. the raft
is much more than just a

device to cross the ocean. it
will be your home, your best

friend and your only
defense. you will be
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stranded on an isolated
island with no food, no

water and only one weapon:
a hook to catch whatever
debris floats by! use the
raft's various functions to

expand your home, to load
out your supplies and to
protect yourself from the
unforgiving environment.
with limited supplies, your

choices will be tough.
throughout the game, a

series of decisions will have
to be made in order to be
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able to continue on your
journey. it's time to make
tough choices that may be
life-saving: go fast or go

slow? stay or go? sleep or
eat? survive or die? decide

for yourself! only your
decisions will determine

your survival in a ruthless
environment! 5ec8ef588b
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